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• Meet in Parking lot 30 minutes prior to 
game.  Park away from field.



 Have a pregame 
with 
Partner(Plate 
umpire will take 
lead)



 Walk onto field together
 Look for any safety concerns to 

discuss at pregame conference 
with coaches



 NJSIAA Sportsmanship statements to be 
read to all players and coaches of each team:

1. After home team is done taking infield, 
the umpires should gather all players in 
dugout from home team and read the 
statement

2.After  visiting team is done taking 
infield, the umpires should gather all 
players in the dugout from visiting team 
and read the statement

3. Then umpires, visiting coach and 
captain  walk to the plate to meet home 
team coach and captain for pregame 
meeting



OFFICIALS SPORTSMANSHIP STATEMENT 

Officials will read the following statement before every 

NJSIAA event at all levels (No Paraphrasing): 

The NJSIAA requires officials to enforce all rules 

regarding unsportsmanlike conduct by coaches and 

players. There will be no tolerance for any negative 

behavior, such as taunting, trash-talking and verbal, 

written, or physical conduct related to race, gender, 

ethnicity, disability, sexual orientation, or religion. Such 

behavior will result in being ejected from this event. All 

participants must respect the game and respect their 
opponents. 



Points of emphasis for 2022 is Pitching: 
Illegal Pitch, etc

Plate-Base Umpires:
• Take or simulate taking sign
• Once hands separate: Pitcher must pitch
• If “Step-Back”: must happen BEFORE hands separate



Points of emphasis for 2022 is Pitching: 
Illegal Pitch, etc

Plate Umpire:
• Stepping on PP with hands together
• 24”violation

Base Umpire:
• Pivot Foot remains in contact with ground



Points of emphasis for 2022 is Pitching: 
Illegal Pitch, etc

https://youtu.be/NzRKMsSgNbA



 Between innings:
1.Plate umpire should stand on base 

line extended (closer to back stop) 
facing team coming onto the field

2.Base umpire should stand behind 
second base position

3.Umpires should not meet between 
innings to discuss any play or 
situation that happened or dinner 
plans after game.



 Plate Umpire:
1.Work the slot on both sides 

(Heal to toe)



Incorrect

Incorrect

Correct



1.Use an overhead strike signal



1.Do not Rush Calls- try to 
delay before call(Allow 
time for things to happen)  
Try not to anticipate.

2.When a ball is hit move 
into infield following play.  
Move towards your 
responsibilities on the 
field exit to the leftside
of catcher. Do not stand 
and make calls from 
behind home plate.





1. Hustle to be in best 
position possible to make 
calls (Angle is always 
better than being too 
close)



 End of game:
Walk off the field 
together with your 
partner(Do not hang 
around and discuss the 
games with coaches or 
parents)



1.Once at cars discuss anything unusual 
that happened during game

2.Leave parking lot with partner do not 
leave anyone behind

3.If you had issues in the game whether 
with coaches or parents do not hang 
around the parking lot and take off 
your equipment, get out of there and 
change some blocks away from school or 
at home.

 End of 
game:



Questions????????



The 
End


